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Abstract
Sentiment lexicons are widely used as
an intuitive and inexpensive way of tackling sentiment classification, often within
a simple lexicon word-counting approach
or as part of a supervised model. However, it is an open question whether these
approaches can compete with supervised
models that use only word-representation
features. We address this question in the
context of domain-specific sentiment classification for Croatian. We experiment
with the graph-based acquisition of sentiment lexicons, analyze their quality, and
investigate how effectively they can be
used in sentiment classification. Our results indicate that, even with as few as
500 labeled instances, a supervised model
substantially outperforms a word-counting
model. We also observe that adding
lexicon-based features does not significantly improve supervised sentiment classification.
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Introduction

Sentiment analysis (Pang et al., 2008) aims to recognize both subjectivity and polarity of texts, information that can be beneficial in various applications, including social studies (O’Connor et al.,
2010), marketing analyses (He et al., 2013), and
stock price prediction (Devitt and Ahmad, 2007).
In general, however, building a well-performing
sentiment analysis model requires a fair amount of
sentiment-labeled data, whose collection is often
costly and time-consuming. A popular annotationlight alternative are sentiment polarity lexicons
(Taboada et al., 2011): lists of positive and negative words that most likely induce the correspond54
ing sentiment. The key selling points of senti-

ment lexicons are that they are interpretable and
quite easy to be compiled manually. If there is
no sentiment-labeled data available, sentiment lexicons can be used directly for sentiment classification: the text is simply classified as positive if it
contains more words from a positive than a negative lexicon, and classified as negative otherwise
(we refer to this as lexicon word-counting models). On the other hand, if sentiment-labeled data
is available, sentiment lexicons can be used as (additional) features for supervised sentiment classification models.
One challenge of sentiment analysis is that the
task is highly domain dependent (Turney, 2002;
Baccianella et al., 2010). This means that generic
sentiment lexicons will often not be useful for a
specific domain. A notorious example is the word
unpredictable, which is typically positive in the
domain of movie and book reviews, but generally
negative in other domains.
The aim of this paper is to investigate how sentiment lexicons work for domain-specific sentiment
classification for Croatian. Our main goal is to find
out whether sentiment lexicons can be of use for
sentiment classification, either as a part of a simple
word-counting model or as an addition to a supervised model using word-representation features.
To this end, we use a semi-supervised graph-based
method to acquire sentiment lexicons from a corpus. We experiment with acquisition parameters,
considering both generic and domain-specific seed
sets and corpora. We compare all the acquired lexicons with the manually annotated ones. Moreover, we evaluate the lexicon-based models on
the task of domain-specific sentiment classification and compare them against supervised models.
Finally, we investigate whether a word-counting
model can have an edge over a supervised model
when the labeled data is lacking.
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Related Work

There has been a lot of research on sentiment
lexicon acquisition, covering both corpora- and
resource-based approaches across many languages
(Taboada et al., 2006; Kaji and Kitsuregawa, 2007;
Lu et al., 2010; Rao and Ravichandran, 2009; Turney and Littman, 2003). A common approach includes bootstrapping, a method which constructs a
sentiment lexicon starting from a small manuallylabeled seed set (Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown,
1997; Turney and Littman, 2003). Moreover, a
problem of lexicon domain dependence has also
been addressed (Kanayama and Nasukawa, 2006).
Even though most research on sentiment lexicon acquisition and lexicon-based sentiment classification deals with English, there has been some
work on Slavic languages as well, including Macedonian (Jovanoski et al., 2015), Croatian (Glavaš
et al., 2012b), Slovene (Fišer et al., 2016), and Serbian (Mladenović et al., 2016). While we follow
the work of Glavaš et al. (2012b), who focused
on the task of semi-supervised lexicon acqusition,
we turn our attention to evaluating the so-obtained
lexicons on the task of sentiment classification.
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Lexicon Acquisition

3.1

Dataset

For our experiments, we used a large sentimentannotated dataset of user posts gathered from
the Facebook pages of various Croatian internet
and mobile service providers.1 The dataset comprises 15,718 user posts categorized into three
classes: positive (POS), negative (NEG), and neutral (NEU). The average post length is around 25
tokens. We randomly sampled 3,052 posts (245
positive, 1,638 negative, and 1,169 neutral), which
we used for lexicon acquisition. The rest of the
dataset (12,666 posts) was used for training and
evaluation of supervised models.
3.2

Lexicon Construction

We acquired a domain-specific lexicon of unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams (henceforth: ngrams) using a semi-supervised graph-based
method. We follow the previous work (Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown, 1997; Turney and
Littman, 2003; Glavaš et al., 2012b) and employ
1

At this point, this dataset is not publicly available as it
was constructed within a commercial project. The dataset
55
may be open-sourced in the future.

bootstrapping, which amounts to manually labeling a small set of seed words whose labels are then
propagated across the graph. For this, we use a
random walk algorithm.
Graph construction. We set all the corpus ngrams as nodes of a graph, which are connected
if the words (nodes) co-occur within a same user
post in the dataset. For edge weights, we experimented with two strategies: raw co-occurrence
counts (co-oc) and pointwise mutual information
(PMI). We also filtered out the n-grams that are
made solely out of non-content words and that occur less than three times (unigrams) or two times
(bigrams and trigrams).
Seed set. We expect that seed selection may affect label propagation in the graph. To investigate this, we experimented with different seed
sets, each containing 3×15 n-grams (15 n-grams
per class):
• Two generic, human-compiled seed sets (GH1,
GH2) – Two Croatian native speakers compiled
the generic seed sets following their intuition;
• Two domain-specific, human-compiled seed
sets (DH1, DH2) – Two Croatian native speakers compiled the seed sets from frequencysorted list of n-grams from the domain corpus
following their intuition;
• One domain-specific, corpus-based seed set
(DC1) – Starting from the 45 most frequent ngrams, we circularly assigned one n-gram to the
positive, negative, and the neutral seed set, until
all n-grams were exhausted (a round-robin approach). We used this seed set as a baseline.
An example of a domain-specific, humancompiled seed set is shown in Table 1.
Sentiment propagation. To propagate sentiment labels across graph nodes, we used the
PageRank algorithm (Page et al., 1999). Since
PageRank was originally designed to rank web
pages by their relevance, we adapted it for sentiment propagation, following (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2007; Glavaš et al., 2012a). In each iteration, node scores were computed using the power
iteration method:
a(k) = αa(k−1) W + (1 − α)e
where W is the weighted adjacency matrix of the
graph, a is the computed vector of node scores, e

Positive seeds
Negative seeds

Neutral seeds

Croatian

Translation

hvala, zanimati, nov, dobar, brzina, super, lijepo, zadovoljan, besplatan, ostati, riješiti,
biti zadovoljan, uredno, brzi, hvala vi
nemati, problem, ne moći, kvar, ne raditi,
čekati, biti problem, prigovor, raskid, katastrofa, sramota, zlo, raskid ugovor, otići,
smetnja

thanks, to interest, new, good, speed, super,
nice, satisfied, free, to stay, to solve, to be
satisfied, tidy, fast, thank you
to not have, problem, to not be able, malfunction, to not work, to wait, to be a
problem, objection, break-up, catastrophe,
shame, evil, contract termination, to leave,
nuisance
to have, day, internet, number, user, cellphone, contract, rate, month, message, new,
vip, to say, call, signal

imati, dan, internet, broj, korisnik, mobitel,
ugovor, tarifa, mjesec, poruka, nov, vip, reći,
poziv, signal

Table 1: Human-generated domain-specific seed set (lemmatized).
is a vector of normalized internal node scores, and
α is the damping factor (we used a default value
of 0.15). In the initialization phase, the adjacency
matrix W was row-normalized and the nodes from
1
the seed set were set to |SeedSet|
, whereas the rest
of the nodes were set to 0.
We then ran the algorithm twice, once with positive seeds and once with negative ones, obtaining
ranked lists of positive and negative scores of all
n-grams. To determine the final sentiment of an
n-gram, we first calculated the difference between
its ranks in the lists of positive and negative scores,
and then compared it to a fixed threshold. If the
difference between its ranks was below the threshold, the n-gram was classified as neutral. If not, it
was classified as positive if its rank was higher in
the list of positive scores and negative otherwise.
We also tried using score difference, but rank difference worked better. Lastly, it is worth noting
that, as the goal of our work is to determine the
best possible performance of a lexicon-based sentiment classifier, we computed an oracle threshold
by optimizing the threshold on the gold set, as described in the following section.
3.3

Lexicon Evaluation

Gold lexicon construction. We made use of our
sentiment-labeled dataset to extract the most representative subset of n-grams for the annotation.
More precisely, we ranked all the n-grams according to their χ2 scores, which were calculated based
on their co-occurrence with POS, NEU, and NEG
user posts in the dataset. To obtain a final list of
n-grams for the annotation, we selected 1,000 ngrams by uniformly sampling all these three lists
from the top, making sure to avoid duplicates.
Subsequently, five annotators labeled the dataset,
and we obtained the final label as a majority vote
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(there were no ties).

Parameter

Optimal value

Weighting strategy
Seed set
Classification strategy
Classification threshold

Raw co-occurrence counts
DH2
Rank difference
77

Table 2: Parameters used for obtaining the bestperforming domain-specific lexicon when evaluated against the gold lexicon.
Generic
Co-oc
PMI

Domain-specific

GH1

GH2

DH1

DH2

DC1

37.9
36.7

40.0
38.1

43.8
39.9

46.2
45.0

38.3
35.8

Table 3: F1-scores of acquired lexicons evaluated
against the gold lexicon.

Inter-annotator agreement. We measured the
inter-annotator agreement (IAA) using both the
Cohen’s kappa (Cohen, 1960) and pairwise F1score. We first calculated the agreement for all
annotator pairs and averaged them to obtain the
overall agreement. The averaged Cohen’s kappa
is 0.68, which is considered a substantial agreement, according to Landis and Koch (1977). The
macro-averaged F1-score is 0.79.

Evaluating generated lexicons. We have acquired a total of 10 lexicons, combining two
weighting strategies (raw co-occurrence count and
PMI) with five different seed sets (cf. Section 3.2).
We evaluated these against the human-annotated
gold lexicon in terms of macro-averaged F1-score.
Using optimal parameters from Table 2, we obtained the score of 0.46. The other lexicons’ scores
are reported in Table 3.
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Seed-corpus type

P

R

F1

domain-domain
generic-domain
generic-generic

42.1
45.31
17.39

41.66
46.01
33.33

39.79
44.77
22.85

P

R

F1

domain-domain
generic-domain

63.82
39.19

43.01
41.11

41.98
39.08

Table 4: Scores of word-counting models.

SG
SG + generic-domain
SG + domain-domain

64.57
65.60
65.70

58.20
59.39
59.48

60.27
61.42
61.53

Sentiment Classification

BoW
BoW + generic-domain
BoW + domain-domain

69.93
70.08
70.68

63.55
63.22
63.47

65.75
65.50
65.90

After obtaining the optimal lexicon (in comparison to the gold lexicon), we test how well it performs on the task of sentiment classification of
user posts. This task commonly incorporates sentiment lexicons in two ways: as a part of a simple word-counting approach, or as a source of
lexicon-based features in a supervised model. We
are interested in how simple word-counting approach fares against the more complex supervised
one. The models are evaluated using a nested kfold cross-validation (10×5 folds) on the subset
of our sentiment-labeled dataset that was not used
for lexicon acquisition.
4.1

Lexicon Word-Counting Classification

In this setup, a user post is classified as positive
if it contains more positive than negative n-grams
from the lexicon, and vice versa. In case of ties,
the user post is predicted neutral. To investigate
how different seed sets and corpora influence lexicon quality, we compare our best-performing lexicon (domain-domain;2 Co-oc DH2) to two additional lexicons: a domain-specific lexicon built
with generic seeds (generic-domain; Co-oc GH2)
and a generic Croatian lexicon compiled by Glavaš
et al. (2012b) (generic-generic).
We evaluated the models in terms of macroaveraged F1-scores, which we report in Table 4.
Surprisingly, the generic-domain lexicon outperformed the one that seemed the best when compared against the gold lexicon (domain-domain).

Model

Table 5: Scores of supervised models with
lexicon-based and word-representation features.
tures we use tf-idf-weighted bag-of-words vectors
(BoW) and the popular skip-gram embeddings
(SG) proposed by Mikolov et al. (2013). We build
300-dimensional vectors from hrWaC, a Croatian
web corpus (Ljubešić and Erjavec, 2011), filtered
by Šnajder et al. (2013) using the word2vec
tool.3 We set the negative sampling parameter to
5, minimum frequency threshold to 100, and we
did not use hierarchical softmax. To construct user
post skip-gram embeddings, we follow the common practice and average the embeddings of its
content words.
For the evaluation, we decided to omit the
generic-generic lexicon from our experiments
due to its subpar performance in lexicon wordcounting classification. To see how lexicon-based
features affect the classification performance, we
evaluate models that use them in conjunction with
word-representation features and models that use
them as the only features. The boost in the models’
scores when using both types of features is not statistically significant (paired t-test with p<0.001).
We report the scores in Table 5.
4.3

Discussion

For the supervised classification, we decided
to use a simple logistic regression model with
lexicon-based and word-representation features.
Lexicon-based features capture how many words
from the positive and negative lexicon appeared in
a user post, as well as the average rank and score
of words from the positive and negative lexicons.
On the other hand, for word-representation fea-

Based on the results from Tables 4 and 5,
we observe that any supervised model based
on word-representation features (with or without
lexicon-based features) greatly outperforms wordcounting models and models based on lexiconbased features. This indicates that, in our case,
it makes sense to use a simple word-counting
model (F1-score of 44.77%) when annotating data
is entirely infeasible, and a supervised model with
word-representation features in all other cases
(F1-score of 65.90%).
It is interesting to investigate whether the above

2
Here, domain-domain refers to a lexicon built with a
domain-specific seed set over a domain-specific corpus. 57

3
https://code.google.com/archive/p/
word2vec/

4.2

Supervised Classification

References
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Figure 1: Learning curves of the supervised models (BoW and SG) and the word-counting model.
observation holds even when dealing with a relatively small amount of sentiment-labeled data. To
that end, we inspect the learning curve of these
models’ performances (Figure 1). We observe that
annotating as few as 500 instances already makes
both supervised models outperform the lexicon
word-counting model by a large margin.
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Conclusion

We tackled the domain-specific sentiment lexicon acquisition and sentiment classification for
Croatian. We used a semi-supervised graph-based
model to acquire lexicons using both generic
and domain-specific seed sets and corpora. Furthermore, we analyzed their quality against the
human-annotated gold lexicons. Within the context of domain-specific sentiment classification,
we used the obtained lexicons both as part of a
lexicon word-counting model and as features for
a supervised model, and showed that they do not
yield any significant improvements. Finally, we
reported that, even in the case of having as few as
500 labeled instances, simple word-counting models cannot compete with supervised models based
on word-representation features. For future work,
we plan to carry out a more extensive analysis
across several different domains and languages.
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